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Go Figure
Have you ever thought about
the history of a jump you are
working on? Here are the people
who invented most of the jumps
you perform today.

Axel Paulsen (1855-1938)- First
skater to perform the Axel jump,
which was later named after him
in 1882
Ulrich Salchow (1877-1949)Invented the Salchow jump
Werner Rittberger– Invented the
Loop jump in 1910
Bruce Mapes (1901-1961)Invented the Flip Jump and
Toeloop jump

Alois Lutz (1898-1918)–Invented
the Lutz jump, which was first
performed in competition in 1913
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Spin of the Month

The flying sit spin is a cross between a jump and a spin. To
perform a flying sit spin, the skater performs the same entry as a
normal sit spin; however, the skater swings the free leg quickly
around and leaps of the ice as rotation starts. While the skater is

in the air, she usually bends her left/right knee. Then, the skater
lands on the foot she took off on and resumes a normal sit spin.
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Coach’s Corner
Competition Ready!

2015 Nationals Results
Senior:

Good luck to all MFSCH skaters ready Ladies~
to skate their new programs at Sugar Skate
and Skate Dallas 2015! Good luck to those
skaters taking their test on April 12th!

1. Ashley Wagner

Every athlete will experience butterflies and a case of the nerves at some time
Men~
in their sport. Figure skaters are no exception. The nerves or butterflies that set in before competition or testing are the type that
can cause skaters to perform poorly. Without mental training, these nerves will
likely affect your performance.

4. Polina Edmunds

Pairs~

What makes many skaters nervous
and what are they most afraid of? Almost
all say that they are afraid of falling, forgetting their program or making their coach or
parents mad. A perfect or “clean” program is a dream come true for most skaters. Many skaters are afraid of embarrassing themselves in front of the audiDance~
ence. They need to remember that the audience comes to cheer them and not
judge them. The family and friends that are
watching know how hard they train every
day. Competition is just a way to show everyone how hard you have been training.

2. Gracie Gold
3. Karen Chen

1. Jason Brown
2. Adam Rippon
3. Joshua Farris
4. Max Aaron
1. Alexa Scimeca/ Christopher
Knierim
2. Haven Denney/ Brandon
Frazier
3. Tarah Kayne/ Danny O’
Shea
1. Madison Chock/ Evan
Bates
2. Maia Shibutani/ Alex
Shibutani
3. Madison Hubbell/ Zachary
Donohue

Skaters who are prepared both mentally and physically are the least nervous. A
good way to prepare is to do as many
MFSCH welcomes our new members:
competitions as possible, skate at different
Alicia Boyd
rinks, and do exhibitions at every opportuniLauren and Vivian Andrews
ty. Prepare for competition by wearing your
competition outfit and begin to feel comPamela and Maritza McDermott
fortable in it. During the event, stay
Andrea and Connie Aragon
warmed up, wear ear buds and listen to
Megan and Daniela Ellis
your favorite music while waiting for your
turn.

New Members

Parents and coaches, please tell your
skaters how proud you are of their hard
work and amazing ability!

Brooke and Amy Miers

Anastasia, Egor and Igor Polyakov
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February/March
Birthdays
Sara Buheis

2/3

Amy Ho

2/4

Denise Cansler

2/13

Catherine Figler

2/15

Sydney Fanning

2/17

Sakura Gray

2/17

Jasmine Zaretsky

2/25

Anna Maag

3/1

Rogue Rodriguez Avellan 3/3
Madeleine Gustafsson

3/6

Emily Engberg

3/15

Grace Golden

3/17

Sydney Nguyen

3/24

Sophia Genuzio

3/26

Graceanne Becker

3/27

Gold Medal Toned
Skating requires hard work. To be the
best skater you can be, you must train
both on the ice and off the ice. Here is
a workout drill that will give you the
muscles of an Olympian!
Push-Ups

Area of Target: Strength
A. Lie on floor, face down, legs together
with hands on the floor under your
shoulders, and fingers pointed forward.
B. Ankles are flexed so your toes are on
the floor.
C. Keep your back and legs straight
while pushing up. Maintain the alignment of your head, shoulders and
hips.
D. Now lower your body toward the
floor without touching the floor and
repeat.
E. Make sure to breathe
Perform three sets of 10-12 push-ups
with a 45-60 second break in between
each set.
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The Facts

Favorite thing about skating: Com-

Age: 10

Least favorite thing about skating:

Level: Juvenile MIF , Juvenile FS

peting
Waking up early

How long I've been skating: 5 years Hobbies: Skating, going to the
How often I skate: 6 days a week
movies , swimming
Coach(es): Alexey Gruber &
Shanyn Vallon
Favorite skaters: Sasha Cohen,
Ashley Wagner, Javier Fernandez,

Other sports/talents: Running

Fast Faves

Jason Brown

Food: pizza and pasta

Favorite elements: Double Lutz,

Drink: fanta and sprite

Double Flip, Layback

Music: Uptown Funk, Lips are movin

Skating goal: To land a double axel, School Subject: Math
compete at nationals, and
compete in the Olympics
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